Protection of Ramsar Wetlands
from Fraser Straits Marina P/L
There must be strict conditions to adequately manage
and prevent damage to the Great Sandy Straits
Ramsar Wetlands.

For
SOS Tin Can Bay Inc.
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1 Assessor to over see all issues regarding impacts to the
Ramsar Wetlands and to prevent negative impacts upon
the Ramsar Wetlands
Independent assessors need to be employed by SEWPaC but paid for by the proponent during the
construction of the proposed Marina to ensure that the proposal has zero impact upon the Ramsar
wetland.
The assessor job will be to constantly monitor, by testing, to ensure the water quality and purity of
the surplus dredge water returning to Snapper Creek and to ensure that the dredge plume does not
enter Ramsar Wetlands.
If pollutants and or dredge plumes enter the Ramsar Wetlands construction must cease until the
water quality and purity equals the same quality as the unaffected free flowing water of Snapper
Creek.
Whilst under construction dredge materials or pollutants or construction materials or equipment (acid
sulphates, DDD, DDE, DDT, Dieldrin, Tributyltin silts, fines and sand shells from the dredge or lime)
must not leak, leach or erode into Ramsar Wetlands. Construction must cease until any or all of the
above is rectified.

2 The reclaimed sandflats adjacent to the Tin Can Bay
Yacht Club
During the reclamation of the sandflats within the Snapper Creek Boat Harbour dredge materials (acid
sulphates, DDD, DDE, DDT, Dieldrin, Tributyltin silts, fines, sand and shells from the dredge or lime)
must not leak, leach or erode on to the adjacent Ramsar Wetlands or sandflats.

3 Tides
Due to the high current flows experienced within Snapper Creek dredging should not operate if the
current flows are higher than 0.5 mps as stated by FSM
A schedule has to be created to prevent dredge plumes from exiting Snapper Creek Boat Harbour
upstream or downstream and entering the Ramsar wetlands
Using the Rule of 12th’s current flows can be roughly predicted except when it comes to spring tides
(Equinoxes) or the Summer Solstice or Winter Solstice when the tides are much larger and current
flows are much faster. During these peak periods dredging should be suspended.
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4 Severe Weather Events
4.1 Erosion Issues
Dredging should cease during and post severe weather events rains at or over 100mm per 12 hours
period or less?
Impending Cyclone
Winds over 20 Knots (40kph) due to erosion problems.
Current Flows over 0.5 metres/second (this is the stated maximum speed as per KBR
report)

5 Safety Issues
5.1 Navigation Channel
30 metres wide channel is to narrow
One of the most dangerous issues with the proposed Fraser Straits Marina is the restricting the
channel to 30 metres wide which will create a navigation hazard around this marina. When building
structures in waterways the primary issue for users should be safety and primarily the question of
“Will the structure kill or maim anyone or anything”. The precautionary principal should be followed.
Besides all the environmental issues that have been mentioned before I will talk about safety.
What is Snapper Creek? Snapper Creek is a full flowing tidal creek that can flow at a rate of 3 Knots
(approx 6kph) where winds have been known to reach 45Knots (90kph - see table below for some
recent figures) and occasionally higher and the marina developers wish us to control vessels travelling
at no more than 6 Knots down a channel 30 metres wide and over 400+ metre long with winds
whipping across the channel.
Any structure built in a waterway has to be built for the worst case scenario, not ideal conditions,
especially in Tin Can Bay, as all who use the waterways know how rough and potentially dangerous it
can get out on the water.
A worst case scenario would be the large Coastguard Vessel, which has a 6m beam, lashed abeam to
a rescued 4m wide boat, a trawler (6m abeam) going out and an 8 metre abeam catamaran moored
on the end of the proposed refuelling pontoon allowing only 5 metres between the passing vessels.
This is scary enough. Now let’s put only 5 metres passing space between these vessels. There’s a
problem straight away this added up equals 39m and the channel is only 30m wide.

With bad weather a much larger margin of safety is needed than 5 metres abreast of each vessel
Marinas are for large vessels and it is easily conceivable that wider beamed vessels could be involved in
this scenario.
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Most marinas have rock walls around the marinas to stop currents and high winds. This one doesn’t
and has no plans to do so. Once these large vessels are committed to this 400+ metre long channel
they are committed. They can’t stop or turn around, they’re too large, and they are out of control if
they are not under power. With a 20 Knot SE wind and the current is flowing at 2 Knots. The situation
just got critical.
The Snapper Creek channel recommendation needs to be 85 metres wide. Once entering the
proposed 400+ metre long channel any large vessel would be committed to travel it with out an
option to turn around and in bad conditions the vessel is at the mercy of the winds and tides as well.
85m equates to 15 m between vessels plus an extra 16m overall for safety. (Personal
recommendation by James George, Commodore of Tin Can Bay Coastguard was a minimum of 15
metres between passing vessels).
If there were to be a collision the risk to pollution of the Ramsar Wetlands would be inevitable, but if
this were to occur adjacent to the refuelling pontoon it could be a disaster. Therefore an 85 metre
wide channel is absolutely necessary.
The biggest difference between this proposal and a normal marina design is the fact that
this proposal is in a full flow tidal creek with high current flows with no protective wall or
current barrier. With no current barrier, navigation becomes hazardous when the channel is narrow
and the winds and currents are high.
Flying Fifteens and other unpowered sail craft.
Flying Fifteens and other unpowered sail craft that have been launched at the Tin Can Bay Marina or
the Snapper Creek Ramp will find it impossible navigate out of Snapper Creek in a 30 metre wide
channel unless the wind is from a south-west to westerly direction. Also if the wind is from the southwest to westerly direction they will find it impossible to get back into the ramp without power. Not to
mention that Snapper Creek is a high traffic area.

5.2 The Wide Bay Bar is one of the most dangerous bars in
Australia
A FRIGHT AT WIDE BAY BAR
'BELLE' from 'SAVOIR FAIRE' at Wide
Bay Bar
Image ©September 2003 Dan Jenner
Three boats were returning in
company from the Hamilton Island
Race Week in early September 2003.
Dan Jenner was a crewman on board
'Savoir Faire' (3 Crew)and the other
two were 'Belle' (3 Crew) and 'Talon'
(2 Crew).
"Savoir Faire ' & 'Tallon' are based in
Sydney and 'Belle' is from Brisbane.
They had stopped for the previous
night at Garry's Anchorage (Fraser
Island, Queensland) and were exiting
the Wide Bay bar for a southern
passage. It was about 2 hours before
low tide and there was a 5-10 K head wind - thus providing the ingredients for the worst wave
conditions at a bar.
'Savoir Faire' had just crossed the critical part of the bar during a 4- wave set and Dan realised that
the following boats were also going to encounter spectacular waves. Quickly getting his camera he
took a perfectly timed photo of 'Belle' just as she thumped down off the back of a quite a big steep
wave.
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The image shows just what a good photo was taken and the likely fright the hidden crew suffered
during their bar crossing. Note the backing of the top 2/3 of the sail.
The obvious lesson is that, in marginal conditions, the wave patterns should be observed from a close
but safe distance so that the worst part of the bar can be crossed during the lull in the wave set - or
indeed not crossed at all? The sound advice of crossing any bar at an hour or two before high tide was
also not taken.
Further info
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsSmSw8ghs8 - N.B. WideBayBar.wmv – The Wide Bay Bar is
known as the “The Mad Mile” or “The Washing Machine” this shows a reasonably calm day.

5.3 Winds
Please note the recent wind speeds especially Friday 30th September & Saturday 1st Oct 2011 @
80kph (approx 40Kn) where many vessels of holiday makers were still going out in perilous weather
conditions. This was not during any storms. It is just our usual strong winds we get every year. Storm
winds are stronger.

5.4 Double Island Point, Queensland
September 2010 Daily Weather Observations
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/dwo/201009/html/IDCJDW4041.201009.shtml
Temps

Max wind gust

9 am

3 pm

Rain Evap Sun
Date Day Min Max
°C

Dir Spd Time Temp RH Cld Dir Spd MSLP Temp RH Cld Dir Spd MSLP

°C mm

mm hours

km/h local

°C % 8th

km/h

hPa

°C % 8th

km/h

hPa

1 We 16.4 23.5

0

NNE

41 18:17

20.3 61

NNW

11 1024.6 20.7 63

N

19 1020.8

2

Th 17.1 26.5

0

NNW

37 20:09

20.6 60

WNW

19 1021.6 23.5 55

N

20 1017.6

3

Fr 17.0 27.6

0

WNW

41 04:06

20.8 69

WNW

28 1020.0 24.2 61

ENE

11 1017.8

4 Sa 20.0 25.9

0

N

54 13:35

23.7 70

N 24 1020.9 23.8 67

N

24 1017.6

5 Su 20.4 25.4

0

NNW

43 12:04

22.4 82

NNW

17 1018.5 23.4 76

N

17 1015.9

6 Mo 17.8 19.9 85.6

SSE

41 11:42

18.0 87

SW

13 1019.9 19.6 75

SSE

30 1017.1

7

24 1022.5 20.7 53

SE

20 1019.6

17 1023.6

21.2 58

SE

17 1020.4

Tu 16.5 21.4

0.4

SSE

39 09:55

19.2 50

S

8 We 17.8 22.3

0

SE

31 11:48

20.8 60

SSE

9

Th 18.0 25.4

0

NNE

41 14:16

22.2 66

NNE

7 1020.9 23.1 59

N

26 1016.4

10

Fr 19.0 24.8

0

NW

63 10:44

23.1 74

NNW

41 1012.4 20.6 81

WNW

30 1011.0

11 Sa 17.6 22.7 11.2

SW

46 09:16

19.6 43

SSW

28 1017.3 21.0 43

SSE

26 1016.2

12 Su 18.8 24.4

0.2

E

35 08:16

22.7 50

E

24 1021.9 22.3 52

E

22 1019.2

13 Mo 17.6 26.7

0

NNE

39 17:41

21.0 62

NW

19 1020.1 23.2 59

NNE

26 1015.5

14

Tu 17.4 26.6

0

NNW

52 23:03

21.1 78

NW

22 1016.2 25.0 58

N

15 1013.0

15 We 19.1 26.5

0

NW

57 01:25

22.5 54

W

15 1014.1 25.8 27

WNW

28 1011.2

16

Th 16.2 24.2

0

SW

35 00:47

20.5 34

SSW

20 1018.2 23.1 38

ENE

15 1014.9

17

Fr 16.0 21.5

0

SW

44 00:45

18.7 44

SSW

19 1019.9 19.3 49

SSE

28 1018.2

18 Sa 15.7 21.9

0

WNW

30 19:52

18.9 43

S

17 1019.9 19.7 48

SSW

9 1016.8

19 Su 17.0 20.2

0

S

44 23:49

18.9 46

S

22 1019.7 19.5 52

SSE

30 1017.4

20 Mo 17.3 20.8

0.6

S

59 18:20

17.5 92

S

41 1018.9 19.0 93

SSE

37 1017.1

Tu 17.4 22.4 36.2

SSE

56 23:37

19.5 93

S

30 1019.6 20.8 83

SSE

35 1017.6

21
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Temps

Max wind gust

9 am

3 pm

Rain Evap Sun
Date Day Min Max
°C

Dir Spd Time Temp RH Cld Dir Spd MSLP Temp RH Cld Dir Spd MSLP

°C mm

22 We 19.4 23.6

mm hours

km/h local

°C % 8th

km/h

hPa

°C % 8th

km/h

hPa

0.2

SE

61 04:34

22.2 69

ESE

43 1022.4 21.3 67

ESE

35 1020.3

23

Th 19.4 24.5

0

SE

31 14:22

22.0 69

ESE

20 1022.2 20.5 77

NE

7 1020.2

24

Fr 19.8 25.0

1.0

ENE

33 22:24

21.4 66

ENE

19 1022.7 22.7 61

ENE

19 1020.2

25 Sa 19.8 23.0

0

NNE

31 12:38

20.7 70

NE

17 1021.3 22.2 62

N

11 1018.3

26 Su 18.0 26.1

0

NNE

24 19:22

22.0 63

ESE

7 1019.9 22.6 70

ENE

13 1017.0

27 Mo 20.0 27.2

0.4

NNE

39 17:56

24.6 68

N

7 1019.0 25.4 65

NNE

20 1014.8

28

Tu 20.3 25.3

0.2

NNW

35 17:17

23.7 82

N

9 1016.2 23.3 82

NNW

13 1012.0

29 We 20.4 27.8

0.8

SSE

48 18:12

24.9 75

N

7 1012.3 23.2 75

SE

20 1010.9

30

5.6

S

80 07:22

18.8 80

SSE

59 1017.7 20.8 67

SE

54 1018.6

Th 17.7 21.4

5.5 Double Island Point, Queensland
October 2011 Daily Weather Observations
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/dwo/IDCJDW4041.latest.shtml

Temps
Max wind gust
9 am
3 pm
Rain Evap Sun
Date Day Min Max
Dir Spd Time Temp RH Cld Dir Spd MSLP Temp RH Cld Dir Spd MSLP
°C

°C mm

1 Sa 17.8 27.2
2 Su 12.9 22.8

mm hours

km/h local

0
0

WNW
WNW

°C % 8th

80 13:09 21.8 74
63 10:37 17.1 36

km/h

hPa

°C % 8th

NNW 26 1006.0 26.7 17
WSW 30 1011.0 21.5 22

km/h

hPa

NW 52 1001.2
WSW 35 1008.8

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mo
Tu
We
Th
Fr
Sa
Su

14.3
12.4
16.0
17.0
17.8
20.2
14.2

19.6
0
20.5 3.8
22.5
0
22.2
0
27.9
0
23.6
0
27.4 16.8

SSW
SSE
SE
NNE
NW
WNW
WNW

78
57
46
41
35
111
39

19:56
01:05
00:51
13:18
09:51
09:18
03:45

18.2
18.1
19.2
20.5
20.8
23.6
22.2

63
59
71
59
72
72
52

SSE
SSE
S
NNE
NNW
NNW
W

48
39
26
15
17
22
22

1016.0
1020.9
1021.3
1017.0
1013.6
1009.2
1011.0

18.7
19.7
19.6
19.7
23.2
18.2
24.8

66
54
68
62
69
78
55

SE
SE
SSE
N
NE
S
NE

46
37
19
9
11
15
15

1015.1
1017.9
1017.3
1013.2
1010.0
1006.2
1006.9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Mo
Tu
We
Th
Fr
Sa
Su

18.4
19.4
20.8
19.7
17.9
17.6
18.3

26.8
0
27.3
0
27.1
0
25.2 1.0
25.4 16.2
25.5 5.8
6.2

W
NNE
N
NNE
SSW
WSW

46
35
30
50
78
85

02:33
18:08
01:16
14:32
01:51
05:07

22.4
22.6
25.3
22.2
22.0
19.9
22.8

69
75
74
85
87
86
74

WNW
SSE
N
SSE
WNW
N
SE

26
15
7
15
11
17
17

1010.1
1012.5
1013.9
1018.5
1016.8
1010.4
1013.6

22.5
25.5
23.3
22.8
24.4
25.2
23.5

63
62
70
72
70
69
68

SE
NE
ESE
N
E
N
SE

33
13
7
19
15
15
20

1008.0
1008.7
1011.6
1016.2
1013.0
1006.1
1013.3

Statistics for the first 16 days of October 2011
Mean 17.2 24.7
Lowest 12.4 19.6
0
Highest 20.8 27.9 16.8
WNW 111
Total
49.8

21.2 69
17.1 36
25.3 87

22 1013.9
N 7 1006.0
SSE 48 1021.3

22.5 60
18.2 17
26.7 78

22 1010.8
ESE 7 1001.2
NW 52 1017.9

5.6 Double Island Point, Queensland
8th October 2011 Daily Weather Observations
These Weather Observations were during a severe thunderstorm
Please Note Wind speeds of 82kph and gusting up to 111 kph and the winds changed
direction by 90o which causes more damage than winds from just one direction. These
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winds are from the west and cannot be discounted as just wind coming off the ocean
that may have been mitigated by hills between the ocean and Snapper Creek. This is
not anywhere near the highest winds that have occurred in Tin Can Bay.
8/10/2011
Wind
Tmp App Dew Rel Delta-T
Press Press Rain
since
Tmp Point Hum
Dir Spd Gust Spd Gust QNH MSL 9 am
°C °C °C
%
°C
km/h km/h kts kts hPa hPa mm
08/10:30am 14.9 5.9 12.9 88 1.1
SSW 52 74 28 40 1010.5 8.0
08/10:00am 14.8 7.4 13.2 90 0.9
SSW 44 69 24 37 1011.4 7.2
08/09:40am 14.4 5.8 12.8 90 0.9
SW 50 100 27 54 1011.7 6.6
08/09:30am 14.5 1.2 12.4 87 1.1
SW 74 109 40 59 1009.7 1.8
08/09:26am 14.8 -0.2 11.9 83 1.6
SW 82 111 44 60 1009.0 0.8
08/09:20am 17.9 4.8 11.9 68 3.3
W
72 111 39 60 0.0
08/09:18am 20.5 8.3 11.7 57 4.9
NW 67 111 36 60 1008.6 0.0
08/09:17am 22.5 13.8 17.4 73 3.2
NNW 59 72 32 39 1009.7 0.0
Date/Time
EST

6 Mitigation Criteria to Reduce the Environmental Impacts from
the Proposed Fraser Straits Marina - By Dr Ken Bubb BSc, Hons, PhD

6.1 NOISE
The EPBC Referral document provided by Fraser Straits Marina (FSM) has provided only limited
information on the indicative sound power levels likely to be produced by construction
equipment. Based on the list of likely machinery to be used it would be expected that noise
levels would be exceptionally high. For instance, the information supplied by FSM for the cutter
dredge indicates the noise emitted is likely to be “180db”. For sound levels emitted by pile
drivers in marine situations a search of the literature on public domain indicate ranges from 180
to 220dbA, with construction plant such as excavators at 120dbA.
These sound levels are extremely high (i.e. comparable with those emitted by rocket engines)
and despite quite misleading information by FSM will be transmitted for several kilometers before
being sufficiently attenuated to acceptable levels to meet any environmental or residential
background thresholds. Further to this, as water is exceptionally efficient at transmitting sound, it
is likely the beneath the water sound levels emitted from the pile driver will be transmitted for
many kilometers and therefore have a far greater range of impact than the immediate surrounds
of the proposed work site. As a consequence, endangered species such as dugong and turtles
will be subjected to a significant noise impact far away from the proposed works. It is important
to note, this significant impact risk from the proposal has not been addressed.
Despite FSM claiming that the wildlife associated with the RAMSAR will “habituate” to the noise,
this is highly unlikely given the likely sound levels emitted by the equipment. Given the impact of
these very high sound levels have not been investigated the precautionary principle should be
taken into account. As a consequence, a major control required over development proposal will
be the need for very high standards of sound attenuation so that the sound pressure levels at the
boundary of the construction site do not exceed greater than 10dbA of the current local
background threshold values for both air and water.
To ensure that these safeguards are likely to be met, it will be necessary to: (1) determine
current background sound levels at the proposed site for both air and water; (2) identify suitable
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technology to attenuate sound (e.g. sound barriers) from the various plant and operations; (3)
undertake a desktop sound modelling study to predict the effectiveness of the proposed sound
protection measures for both air and water values; and (4) onsite pilot testing be carried out on
all major sound emitting plant/equipment and relevant sound attenuation equipment to
demonstrate sound levels can be attenuated to within 10dbA of current background levels at the
various boundaries of the project site. These safeguard measures need to be undertaken
independently by suitably qualified person employed by SEWPaC through funds provided by
FSM. If the FSM project fails these safeguard measures, than the project cannot proceed.

6.2 WATER
Bunds/reclamations area/sedimentation ponds
Leachate
FSM has indicated that the dredged sediments are likely to contain contaminates including:
tributyltin (TBT), organochlorines, acenapthylene and acid sulfate material which are above
National Ocean Disposal Guidelines. All of these contaminants are highly toxic to the
environment with birds being particularly vulnerable. For instance, organochlorines have been
banned worldwide due in part to their impact on avian reproductive cycles with the near
extinction of the North American Bald Eagle being one the most widely known examples.
Despite the risk, FSM has given relatively vague technical information on how these contaminant
materials will be contained with the various settling and dewatering ponds/basins it intends to
construct for the various stages of the proposal. It must assumed that dredging of this material
with vigorous intermixing of water and sediment, and subsequent pumping action to disposal
ponds will greatly increase the potential for this material to become either dissolved and/or
sorbed to sediment/water mix and hence be readily distributed throughout the stilling/pond
system. Accordingly, apart from the potential for off-site movement via water disposal (see later
discussion) there is a significant risk that dissolved contaminants will be transported as leachate
both vertically and laterally through the walls and basement of the ponds which FSM has stated
will be lined with silt and clay. It is likely that this type of lining layer will have localized areas of
preferentially high permeability which are commonplace with such construction methods. As a
consequence, the potential for leachates to move from the ponds to adjacent waterway and sand
flats is very high.
Because the RAMSAR area is immediately adjacent to these works any vertical or lateral
movement of contaminate leachates will have a direct impact on the ecological values of these
internationally recognized protection areas. For instance, the saturated hydraulic conductivity of
the dredged material proposed to line the ponds is likely to range between 100 and 10,000 mm
d-1. This would suggest that the contaminants outlined above are at risk of being transported
through the containment material in a matter of hours to a few days and therefore directly impact
on adjacent RAMSAR area.
A major mitigation action required by FSM to prevent the risk of the contaminate leachate
moving either laterally or vertically from these ponds will be the requirement for these areas to
have synthetic liners. The selection, methodology and supervision for installation of the
appropriate product will require FSM to engage suitably qualified specialists that should make
independent recommendations to the EPBC. Given there is also some risk that installation of
the lining can result in damage and areas of preferential leakage, FSM should be required to
install at least two observation wells on each side of bunded areas as a further means of
detecting any potential off-site leachate transport. Samples should be taken from these wells on
a daily basis and analysed by a suitably accredited laboratory for the contaminants identified
above including appropriate testing for acid sulfate material. As outlined above the management
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of the well monitoring program should be carried out by a suitably qualified person employed by
SEWPaC through funds provided by FSM

6.3 EXCESS WATER
Similar to the risk outlined above, the water being disposed from ponds is likely to contain the
contaminates outlined above. As FSM has not provided the details of the detention period that
these waters will be retained, it seems likely that the retention period will be related to sediment
settling velocities rather than dynamics associated with the contaminants. As a result, a
mitigation action should be that no water is released from the ponds until replicated assays are
undertaken from the ponds and laboratory analyses indicates that no detectable levels of the
above contaminants are being directly disposed either in solution or sorbed to sediments.
Samples should be taken at regular intervals down the water column (minimum of three) with at
least four samples points throughout each pond. Given that these types of analyses will require
approximately a one week turnaround, it is highly likely that water will be released on a similar
cycle of only once a week. As a further safeguard, the water column within Snapper Creek
should also be sampled on a weekly basis for the above contaminants. Samples will be required
to be taken from five points and at least three depths (at each point) across the creek at around
the time of mid-ebb tide. Any detectable concentration of contaminants should result in
immediate suspension of dredging and any release of excess water from ponds. As outlined
above, the management of this well monitoring program should be carried out by a suitably
qualified person employed by SEWPaC through funds provided by FSM.
FSM has chosen not to undertake a rigorous assessment of the potential risks associated with
contaminants such as TBT, organochlorines and aluminium (from acid sulfate) being transported
to the immediate adjacent RAMSAR area. As a consequence, a mitigation condition of any
approval should be immediate suspension of operations should these contaminants be detected
as an offsite risk, this would then trigger a full environmental assessment of the risk to be
undertaken by a suitable independent body at full cost to FSM. The recommendations from this
assessment would inform whether it is appropriate for the project to continue or remain
suspended

6.4 SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
FSM has stated “sediment will not come close to the foreshore or waterways surrounding the
Wide Bay Military Training Reserve” (p10 FSM EPBC Referral document). As a consequence,
the EPBC process should follow the benchmark declared by FSM. Accordingly, there should be
no detectable increase of any suspended sediment in this area. It should be noted that the
bounds of Snapper Creek, along with the mid and upper reaches of Tin Can Bay Inlet take in this
area.
As a means of ensuring suspended sediment from the project does not provide an additional
risk, measurements of suspended solids should be taken immediately upstream (during flood
tides) and downstream (during ebb tides) of the dredging and pond disposal works on a regular
basis. FSM have stated that their modelling has predicted suspended solids to be below 1 mgL-1
so this would seem to be a useful threshold at which above this level dredging and water
disposal will be required to be suspended until such time FSM can demonstrate improvements to
operations which can meet a standard below the threshold level. These measurements need to
be taken across Snapper Creek at five sample points and three depths (at each point), and at
least twice during each flood and ebb tides. Similarly to that outlined above, this mitigation
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action would be managed by a suitably qualified person employed by SEWPaC through funds
provided by FSM

6.5 HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACTS
Both anecdotal evidence and direct measurement of tidal velocities indicate the modelling results
outlined in FSM EPBC Referral document has substantially understated tidal velocity. Further to
this, wind direction used for modelling wave action didn’t take into account the most likely and
extended fetch distances associated with the regular storms that come from the west (most
thunderstorms). As a consequence, the modelling cannot be solely relied upon to predict the
risks for: (1) the sediment plume; (2) wave action; (3) siltation of the basin; (4) or changed tidal
current dynamics. It is indeed a high risk option to go from a dodgy model output to directly into
a construction phase without further checks. Therefore as a mitigation action, FSM should
undertake a further testing of the project by developing a scale prototype for physical testing of
the potential hydrodynamic impacts. This should also include: (1) investigating the impacts of
individual construction stages; (2) expected changes during the 5-year siltation process; (3)
additional risks associated with the required maintenance dredging which has not been
addressed; and (4) impacts of the siltation process to the upstream dynamics of Snapper Creek
in regard to any major alterations which may potentially affect both the extensive mangrove and
sandflats ecology which have not been assessed in the current EPBC process. The prototype
testing should be undertaken by an independent engineering firm which specializes in this area
or alternative an appropriate university (viz University of Queensland).
It is also important that the integrity of the narrow 30m channel between the planned marina
fingers and lateral navigation mark T13 is taken into account. This presents a very narrow
navigable area with moderate to high safety risks when current depth is maintained. Any major
siltation of this area will prevent safe passage by all upstream users including commercial and
recreational vessels. A mitigation action for ensuring this navigation channel is maintained is
that the FSM and any subsequent marina owners will be required to keep this channel open at
all times. Further to this, it is likely in event of this channel becoming un-navigable that upstream
users will pursue various litigation avenues including class action.

7 Local Knowledge
In Section 5 I spoke of safety issues regarding the planned width of the channel if the proposed
Fraser Straits Marina is built in Snapper Creek. Local knowledge from a number yachty’s and
some of our local rescue personnel gave me the information on the problems involved with a 30
metre wide channel in Snapper Creek.
Locals know about the problems of the failed state government’s non-existent dredging program
but a marina will not improve the problem of running aground in the creek because where the
marina is planned the channel is deep enough already and does not need dredging (30m SE of
T7, T9 and T11 green markers). Beyond the 30 metres to the SE of the markers will be the
marina. So, instead of running aground any vessels running wide of the channel will plough into
the marina arms, one of which is a refuelling arm.
Local knowledge is imperative when talking about the high winds that occur near the boat ramp.
Thursday 30/9/2011 southerly at 80kph, Saturday 1/10/2011 1:00pm WNW at 80kph with a
half metre chop in the creek, last weekend of the school holidays and holiday boaties were going
out in this weather. You would not catch me going out in this sort of weather but some fools do
and others do not even look at the weather reports. The government’s boat licensing program
does not and never has ensured that all boat operators are sensible or have good seamanship.
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15/10/2011 also had storms gusting from 78kph to 85kph and we’re at the beginning of the
storm season. These high winds and storm season, which includes mini tornados or willy willy’s
which are quite powerful and very localised, happens every October through to February /
March.
In these high winds, who is going to ensure let alone insure boats tied up to an unsheltered
marina? There is no wall planned for this marina because it would dam the creek.
For profits’ sake local knowledge has been ignored all the way along in the so called state
government assessment process.

8 Large Semi-planing vessels
Semi-planing vessel type hulls – Including but not exclusively E.g. – Riviera, Genesis
All the large semi-planing vessels pictured below travel in a single file convoy so that they don’t get
each others wash or wake. At this time convoys of these vessels only happens a few time s per year
but if they are berthed here in numbers it will cause constant damage to the foreshores of the entire
Great Sandy Straits.

8.1 Limitation on speeds throughout the Great Sandy Strait
Any vessel the produces a wash, wake or wave over 0.5 metres in height must reduce its speed until
the wash, wake or wave is less than 0.5 metres in height

8.2 Permanent ongoing damage caused by Riviera and other
large luxury power boats
The below articles and information talks about Riviera’s but is not exclusive to Riviera vessels there
are many make of boats that are semi-planing that cause the problems of large wake and wash, up to
1.2m in height. The problem with these vessels is hull shape and the fact that they can only semiplane. They are very inefficient on fuel and even at 6KN they can create a 0.3m wave. Genesis is
another make of Luxury Power Boats that causes the same problems.
In the stories below please consider the numbers in which these boats congregate and the amount of
wash and wake each of the 30 boats created.
Luxury Power Boats of this class always travel nose to tail because of the wash and wake that they
create. The following images and stories show the wave action of these vessels.
At this time we get visits of these boats a few times per year. If there are unlimited berths catering
for these vessels the damage to the foreshore will multiply exponentially due to more use in the Great
Sandy Strait.
At this time I believe the Great Sandy Strait is under stress from to much professional fish netting
and too many luxury power boats already.
There needs to be limits on the amount of berths created and the speeds of large power vessels as
they are the ones that cause the most damage.

8.3 Boats and Wakes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqYqX_jT7yM - N.B. Bow wave (wake) the cut and splice editing
of these shots cut away just before the wave would hit the camera boat
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlyVT_rD4HQ - N.B. Opening shot shows a Riviera on the half
plane, which is probably around 22kn – NB they never fully plane
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8.4 A Riviera Experience
Further images and articles showing boats with wakes and wash

30 Riviera’s in a line
This is typical behaviour of the owners of these types of pleasure craft. The resulting wakes and wash is a
disaster for not only the sea grasses, dugongs, migratory birds feeding on the sandflats but also a danger for
the recreational fishermen and women in their small tinny’s as they do not slow down for anyone or anything.
From: Front cover - Bay Bulletin June 2007
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From: Bay Bulletin June 2007
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From: Bay Bulletin June 2007
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Riviera 61 Enclosed Flybridge

Riviera 47 Enclosed Flybridge
Please note that no matter how fast the vessel travels it
never gets on the plane which is what causes the 1
metre high wash (bow wave) and wake. Cruising speed
is about 24 Knots

It seems that every model creates a similar wash and
wake

Riviera motor Yachts are not the only vessels that will have a disastrous effect of the Ramsar Wetlands of
the Great Sandy Straits Below are Genesis

Genesis Targa 360 (36 feet long)

Genesis Targa 360

..
Genesis Targa 360
Genesis Targa 400 (40 feet long)
All these large leisure craft have the same problem. Due to they’re weight it is impossible to get fully on the plane
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8.5 Another Riviera Experience - Gold Coast to Fraser Islands
with 21 Riviera Yachts
http://www.charterworld.com/news/gold-coast-fraser-islands-21-riviera-yachts
October 13, 2010
A fleet of 21 Riviera Yachts ranging from early model Flybridge yachts, through to
the latest model 5800 Sport Yacht embarked on a 350 nautical mile round journey
from the Gold Coast to Fraser Island earlier this month for R Marine Queensland’s
annual Great Sandy Strait experience.

A toast to good weather and smooth cruising as the Riv team enjoys lunch on the beach
R Marine Queensland dealer principal Randall Jones said every year they chose a marine
theme to give them safe travel and this year it was the Starfish.
Mike and Jan Bolton on board their 40 foot Open Flybridge, motor yacht Relajar, which
means relax in Spanish, were among the fleet of 21 Rivieras.
This was the maiden ocean voyage for the Brisbane couple who purchased their Riviera nine
months ago.
“We enjoyed the whole Fraser Island experience, we learnt a lot and we are building our
confidence for future voyages,” Mike said.
“It was great to meet the other Riviera owners at the functions hosted by R Marine
Queensland, they are a great crowd and as always we get into the party mood quickly.”
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Riviera owners park their tenders on the beach at Kingfisher Bay Fraser Island
Mike said highlights of the five-day trip included the beach party where Riviera owners and
their families enjoyed cocktails and hors d’oeuvres near Kingfisher Bay Resort, cruising into
Tin Can Bay, the parties on board and the Seafood Festival.
Although this was not the first time Mike and Jan had been to Fraser Island, it was the first
time by boat. Mike said it was a totally different experience with views of the island rather
than the bush and ocean.
“It’s spectacular scenery at Fraser Island. We saw lots of turtles and whales and when we
were cruising behind the island we had perfect weather and boating conditions,” Mike said.
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Comment: Gary’s Anchorage would normally receive no wave action but for boats.
The erosion in this area is getting worse every year due to higher concentrations of
large power boats.
The Riviera family head off for the tender exploration up the creeks of Gary's Anchorage
On the journey north, the fleet moored at Mooloolaba in Queensland’s Sunshine Coast
(Australia) for the first night where the crew went ashore to enjoy dinner at the Hogs Breath
Café before a dawn start the next day.
“We started early to get the good weather and right tide to enter the Wide Bay Bar,” Randall
said.
“The local Coast Guard assisted us on the best new track to enter the Bay, which was
greatly appreciated, so we stopped by later with a kind donation.
“The Coast Guard does a great job and we recommend people use this service, particularly if
you are heading into Fraser Island.
“We spent the next day at the Tin Can Bay Seafood Festival where the kids enjoyed the
activities hosted by the local Council. That day the diehard footy fans headed to the pub for
the AFL Grand Final.
“After two nights in the marina we headed out to Kingfisher Bay where we dropped anchor
and enjoyed the antipasto platters. It was certainly the best night’s sleep I have ever had
anchored at Kingfisher Bay.
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The Riviera fleet embarks on its second leg of the journey
“On day four we headed south back in the Sandy Strait to Gary’s Anchorage, which is a very
protected anchorage where we all had some time to relax and do some crabbing and fishing
in the company of plenty of sand flies.
“Given that we were heading home the next day we decided to up anchor and head closer to
the Wide Bay Bar so that we could get a good run out over the bar. The bar exit was the
best I have ever experienced, flat and calm, which is comforting knowing I’m leading 20
boats safely back home.”
R Marine Queensland’s next experience will be the Jacaranda Festival Experience from
November 4-8, 2010. For more information contact R Marine Queensland on (07) 5502
9544.
Riviera offers 20 different models from 36 to 85 feet across four yacht model series
Flybridge, Sport Yacht, Offshore Express and Motor Yachts.
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8.6 Riviera's newest models depart the Gold Coast for the
Sydney Boat Show
Riviera’s newest models
including four new boats are
expected to generate
considerable interest at the
Sydney International Boat
Show, showcasing the
company’s revolutionary
technology and international
design flair.
The fleet left Riviera’s Gold
Coast manufacturing facility at
Coomera this morning, heading
south for the Sydney boat
show that opens on Thursday,
July 30 at Darling Harbour.
The coastal passage from the
Gold Coast Seaway to Sydney
Heads is 380 nautical miles.
The fleet are heading south
towards forecasted 20 - 30
knot south easterly winds with
a two to three metre swell
during its run to Port
Macquarie on Friday night
before heading to Sydney for
the boat show at Darling
Harbour.
Australia’s largest luxury boat
builder will display 15 boats
valued at more than $20
million at the Sydney
International Boat Show, which
is expected to attract more
than 70,000 people to the
annual five-day event.

Comment: Typical fleet configuration of these types boats
when they travel together

Among the 15 boats are four new models; the, 5000 Sport Yacht with Zeus pod
drives, the 5800 Sport Yacht with triple IPS, 47 Enclosed Flybridge and 51 Enclosed
Flybridge with triple IPS.
Sydney International Boat Show marketing and events manager Domenic Genua
said Riviera was a long term supporter and exhibitor at the event.
“This year Riviera will have the largest single display (2500m2) on the marina with
an exciting exhibit displaying some of Australia’s finest boat building skills,” he said.
Riviera CEO John Anderson said Riviera would unveil its latest step in the technology
revolution with the launch of the new 5000 Sport Yacht.
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The 5000 Sport Yacht is the first production boat in Australia to be engineered with
the revolutionary new Zeus pod drives.
“We have strong expectations for the new 5000 Sport Yacht and we are sure that the
Sydney market will embrace our new line-up of models,” said Riviera CEO John
Anderson.
“They are perfect boats for Sydney Harbour and for cruising the spectacular NSW
coastline.
“Riviera is continuing to develop exciting new models across our range as well as
offering enhancements to our popular and proven models.”
The new 5000 Sport Yacht is powered by two Cummins Mercruiser Zeus pod drives.
Zeus is an integrated system of marine diesel engines and steerable drive units
mounted under the hull with twin counter rotating, aft-facing propellers. This
system offers easy handling and manoeuvring even in tight situations and a joystick
for easy docking. Cummins Mercruiser claim up to 30 per cent improved fuel
economy as well as 15 per cent faster cruise and top speeds over conventional drive
units.
The exciting new 5800 Sport Yacht will be on show beside the 5000 Sport Yacht at
the Sydney International Boat Show. The 5800 Sport Yacht caused a sensation
during its launch at the Sanctuary Cove show in May, achieving multiple sales during
the three-day event.
“The success of the 5800 Sport Yacht launch demonstrates that the right boat
excites the market,” said John Anderson.
Riviera will also unveil its innovative new 51 Flybridge with triple Volvo Penta IPS
pod drives. This model also features an entirely new flybridge design.
Designs for the new range of Riviera Motor Yachts will be on display including the
three new models – Riviera 73, 78 and 85 Motor Yacht. Members from Riviera’s
Motor Yacht design and construction team will be on hand at the show to answer
questions and discuss the exciting new range.
The 42nd Sydney International Boat Show will run from July 30 to August 3.

8.7 Riviera 61 Enclosed Flybridge Boat Review
http://www.yachtandboat.com.au/page/riviera_61_enclosed_flybridge_boat_review.html

Reviewed: January 2009
Author: Daniel Tillack, Editor,
Modern Boating Magazine

Overview:
The Riviera 61 Enclosed Flybridge is
both a luxury boat for entertaining and
long-range cruising motor yacht.
Main Features:
The bar holds 24 bottles—even the
square shaped. The saloon, bar, dinette
and galley make a sociable one-level
space. The enclosed flybridge is an
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impressive space for entertaining as for navigating.View the Riviera range of Power Boats.

"Riviera Boats - Black and White"
Black is the new black. And it looks as good as it ever has shining on the topsides of the
Riviera 61 Enclosed Flybridge. Riv’s 61 needs its stylish looks to steal some attention from
the big 70 launched in 2008. Some boat buyers might ask that if you’re going to get a 61,
why not just splash out and go for the 70 now that it’s available? Others might find the 61
to be a nice progression from the 56.
Whichever side of the fence you sit on, there’s plenty to discuss by the time you reach the
61st foot of this boat, so let’s not bother about the nine extra feet for now.
I can’t look at a boat this size without daydreaming about circumnavigating Australia, well,
the top half of it anyway... and maybe the islands of the South Pacific. So I was interested in
learning more about the distance she can travel.
Riviera has already conducted range tests on the 61 Enclosed Flybridge, with the boat under
full load. This includes 5700L of diesel and 1000L of water. According to riviera, at
1000rpm, the twin 1015hp turbo diesel caterpillars push the 61 to 8.7 knots using
approximately 51L per hour. The fuel economy and range at this speed, in reasonable
conditions, would therefore make it possible to cruise from approximately Sydney to the
Whitsundays without stopping for fuel. And as a safety precaution, these calculations were
made allowing for 10 percent of the fuel to be kept in reserve in case of emergencies.
Travelling at 16 and 22 knots they achieved an approximate range of 450nm, and at 26
knots the 61 is claimed to cover about 400nm.
Cargo weights will vary, as will the sea conditions, both in turn affecting the range figures of
a boat. However, this is still an interesting guide to the capabilities of the 61, which would
be a nice base from which to explore the coast—or head to New Caledonia!

Let’s take a tour of the new Riviera motor yacht
For those interested in a spot of fishing (and if New Caledonia is your destination then I
recommend it!) the cockpit will accommodate you. A tow jam around the periphery and an
optional padded bolster will help save your back when pulling in New Cal’s monsters of the
deep. A storage locker in the transom can be converted into a live bait tank with a glass
window and rod holders are an optional.
Two fish wells live under the deck and are insulated and removable—clever. And they
haven’t skimped on the size: a decent size tuna would have room to move.
For those who prefer chicken for dinner, the fish wells provide good storage and the cockpit
makes a good space for socialising or warming in the sun. It has plenty of practical
features. Holes for mooring lines, large lockers either side of the cockpit for ropes, another
locker portside of the potential live bait well, one more locker under the deck (with access to
steering), a hot and cold shower and a deck wash. There is a sink with storage underneath
to starboard of the saloon door and a tackle locker big enough to fit a few of the deep 3600
size Plano stowaway trays.
More storage space is available under the cockpit to saloon companionway. To port there is
mezzanine seating with beverage holders. This sits atop a refrigerated storage
compartment. Guests can sing along to The Mules CD playing on the Bose surround sound
system, or chat over a classical orchestra. A large window opens from the saloon, creating
an open sociable entertaining area inclusive of all party goers, from those on the mezzanine,
to those in the saloon, dinette and even the chef working away in the galley.
Indoors, the saloon lounge seats a relaxed four and are finished in New Zealand leather.
They are made in-house by Riviera. The saloon’s configuration is standard but owners can
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change the colour of the lounges should the fabric clash with their eyes or remind them of a
football team they dislike.
A stainless steel handrail set into the roof runs along the centreline from the saloon entrance
to the galley, providing safe passage for those experiencing rough weather or whisky
judgement. Simple, clever, but not used by enough boat builders.
Poker fans can make use of the American cherry wood coffee table, also manufactured inhouse. The thirsty can make use of the impressive bar. It features refrigerated drawers and
a pop-up liquor cabinet bathed in purple LED lights—just in case you need a reminder you’re
living the good life. The bar holds 24 bottles, including those of the square variety. There is
also an icemaker for those who like one on the rocks. I noticed the ‘Riviera
promotes responsible drinking sticker’ after counting to 24, but considering you might need
a range of spirits for a cocktail party, or if you’re cruising to the extent this girl can and like
a red with dinner, then there’s little excess. In fact, you should probably stow another box
in one of the many storage areas, just in case.
The drawers at the bar—and throughout the entire 61—feature what riviera call ‘soft close’.
It’s a great invention that makes it impossible slam drawers. The mechanism is like an
autopilot taking over the final stage of each closure ensuring a soft landing. They are the
most polite drawers I have met, and match the style and manners throughout the 61.
If you want to kick back on the saloon lounge and watch a movie, there’s a 40in Sony Bravia
television screen on which to play your DVDs, but you’ll have to look across the dinette
forward and to starboard.
The dinette hides more storage underneath, which slides out for user-friendly access. There
is space for six diners, or better suited to four if you want impress with a full three-course
meal, which the portside galley opposite is capable of.
The galley features two fridges and two freezers. add this to the other refrigeration
throughout the 61 and you get more of that itch to go long-range cruising. The four soft
close drawers remind you to relax as the dishwasher does the hard work. There are four
power outlets for phone chargers, kitchen gadgets or whatever else you might need to plug
in.
The granite bench tops, four burner cook top, convection microwave and griller give the
master chef room to work some culinary magic. There’s a phone to the bridge to let the
skipper know when dinner’s ready, or for the skipper to motivate the chef to hurry up!

Bedtime on board
The master stateroom is an athwartship double berth with ensuite. It features lots of
storage for clothes—the wardrobe even has a shelf for the lady of the ship’s shoes. For
things you don’t need so often, there’s a large locker under the bed, which lifts open with
the help of a hydraulic ram. There is natural light if desired, or reading lights for a bedtime
story.
The ensuite’s pride and joy is a generous shower stall, plus there’s a toilet and wash basin.
The floor is amtico.
The VIP guest cabin double berth has a less spacious ensuite, but still with shower stall,
toilet and washbasin.
Other guests sleep in bunks in two separate cabins. The forward cabin sleeps two and has
second door access to the day head—which has a toilet, washbasin and shower stall. The
second has one bunk and is also home to the washer and drier.

The Riviera 61 Helm - the Enclosed Flybridge
Back through the saloon and up the internal staircase will take to you to the spacious
Enclosed Flybridge. The wheel is central on the bridge. The navigation systems are always
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optional on Rivieras to allow owners to choose their own marine electronics adventure. This
is a much better arrangement which avoids aftermarket alterations for the rightfully choosy.
The skipper has a pedestal chair that moves every which way for comfort and the navigator
has the same to starboard. The bridge lounge to port seats five to six people who can enjoy
snacks, drinks or magazines on the coffee table/dining table fold out. And it’s all in airconditioned comfort.
There is a television, another liquor cabinet, fridge, sink, general storage, power outlets,
sunroof and sliding windows. This makes it a self-contained space useable by a crew that
wants to watch a movie rather than venture down to the saloon for fear of being dragged
into a drunken karaoke choir locked arm-in-arm singing Sinatra’s New York, New York. But if
it sounds funny enough, they can watch it in safety on the three camera video system.
And for the next day’s fishing, the crew can utilise the steering station on the aft bridge deck
to back down on a marlin or to dock after the return voyage. This deck has a large opening
window, seating, an awning and 10 stainless steel rod holders.

The Voyage on Sydney Harbour
Our passage through the Heads of Sydney Harbour and beyond was unchallenged by a quiet
sea and Riviera’s 61 Enclosed Flybridge was untroubled while sliding onto the plane and
working towards top speed. If only Riv would lend it to me for a year’s voyage. That test
would better suit this long-ranger.

8.8 Riviera 61 Boat Specifications
Engine Room
Twin 1015hp Caterpillar turbo diesels.

Boating Performance
In calm conditions outside the Heads of
Sydney Harbour the Riv 61 returned the
following figures:
RPM - Speed (Knots)
700 (idle): 6
1100: 10
1520: 13
2000: 22
2330: 27
Length overall: 19.63m (64’5”)
Hull length: 18.6m (61’0”)
Beam: 5.4m
Max draft (incl props): 1.58m
Dry weight: Approx 30,500kg
Fuel capacity: 6550L (net)
Water capacity: 1000L
Holding tank capacity: 273L
Sleeping capacity: 7

Riviera 61 Enclosed Flybridge – please observe the wash

51 L per hour = range of 128 Hours @ 8.6 Kn
400Nm @ 26Kn = approx Sydney to Brisbane 6000 Litres fuel @ $1.50 L = $9000
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8.9 How many Riviera’s?
Below is a story about 200 Riviera’s. Tin Can Bay cannot support this many Large Luxury Power Boats.

2008 Report – Riviera Interclub
Gamefishing Tournament 2008
23.02.2009 - 01.03.2009
The Newcastle and Port Stephens and
Broken Bay Game Fish Clubs have
won the weather-ravaged 2008
Riviera NSW Interclub game fishing
tournament. Newcastle and Port
Stephens took the Tag-and-Release
trophy for a third successive year – a
record for the tournament. Broken
Bay won the Capture category.
The Riviera NSW Interclub is the
largest game fishing tournament in
the Southern Hemisphere, attracting a fleet of more than 200 boats each year to Port
Stephens on the mid-north coast of New South Wales. Most are teams from NSW game
fishing clubs but many boats visit from as far away as Tasmania and Queensland. Anglers
compete for trophies. There are no cash prizes at the Riviera NSW Interclub! Otto Volz,
President of the NSW Game Fishing Association, said: “It was a great result for both clubs in
very difficult conditions.
The weather reduced the tournament from four to two days but the overall performance was
very competitive throughout.” The fleet was reduced from 206 boats to 125 on the last day
after competition on the second Saturday was called off due to rough sea conditions. The
first Saturday also had to be abandoned due to rough sea conditions.
Riviera’s own 48 Offshore Express, Fascination IV, acquitted herself very well on her first
competition outing. Crew member Dylan Simpson took the Junior Angler trophy and the
whole team won the trophy for highest tag-and-release points scored by a Riviera. Broken
Bay anglers took out the individual male angler awards.
Matt Ling on board Gorilla won the individual male tag-and-release award with 60,000 points
while Stephen Millgate aboard Rampage won the trophy for capture with 35,478.5 points.
The female awards went to Megan Dobson on Dobbo from Sydney GFC for tag-and-release
(42,000 points) and Ally Harris on Climax from the Newcastle and Port Stephens club for
capture (20,352.5 points).
Details for 2009 Riviera Interclub Gamefishing Tournament, contact Courtney Browne (02)
4981 0021.

Riviera 3000
Riviera 3000 : Class B
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Riviera 3000
The Riviera 3000 (34ft Offshore Sports Fisher) has one spacious cabin which encompasses the large
luxurious bedroom and the dining area where four can sit in comfort during meal times.
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